


The Agatha is a fine and precious stone of extraordinary 
beauty. Made up of multiple layers with fine gold curves 

highlighting the shades of emerald and lagoon blue.

Agatha is a stone that provides peace, balance, stability and 
the strengthening of self-esteem: all good reasons to 

decorate your bathroom with this unique jewel.
Keywords: Precious stone; Lagoon treasure



Dive into the 
emerald colored sea.

The ocean mirror painted by the 
fantastic 

underwater world.

A small piece of lagoon to dream of.

Keywords:
Ocean mirror
Emerald sea



Golden blossoms at 
dusk. The evening sky dips its 

delicate spring blossoms in shades of 
blue.

“Wild sings the bird of the heart in the forest of 
our lives.” Mary Oliver

Keywords:
Canopy calligraphy 
Delicate aquarelle 

Tree treasures 
Strong roots



Bosa, known as one of the most beautiful italian cities, located on 
the island of Sardinia.

This picturesque town is characterised by lively and colorful house 
facades, located besides beautiful ancient roman roads, lined with  

swaying palm trees.



Inspired by the sumptuous castles of yore.

Brocade mirrors, silver palaces and elaborate frescoes are 
the inspiration for this ‘Castel’ tapestry.



Cross is our Art-Deco inspired carpet. It represents glamour 
and exuberance. The design has the bold forms of 

cubism, drawn from earlier cultures.

The matching towel, Cluny, reflects the featuring rare, expensive 
materials and exquisite craftsmanship, typical of Art Deco.

“It’s that heart of gold and stardust soul that makes 
you beautiful.” RM Broderick



Like a 
watercolored 

painting of a rose in classical pink 
tones. Drawn in fine details from the 

beautiful flower heart to the delicate 
petals: Damas.

“There is no magic in magic, it’s all 
in the details”
Walt Disney

  



Geometric 
stripes in glowing 

colors ‘Sedona’ and caramel, 
referring to the red rocks of Arizona.

These red sandstone formations appear to 
glow in brilliant reddish colors at 

sunrise and are the perfect 
backdrop to the Dana.



Danxia refers to various unique landscapes found in China: it 
is an impressive and unique landscape of great natural beauty. 

The reddish sandstones that form this landscape of 
exceptional beauty have been shaped into spectacular peaks, 

pillars, cliffs and imposing gorges. 

Together with the contrasting forests, winding rivers and 
majestic waterfalls, Danxia presents a significant natural 

wonder all crystallised in this new edited rug.



Discover 
this jewel, rare and 

with carefully cut edges.

In the image of the emerald stone that symbolises 
physical, spiritual and material regeneration.

Our emerald brings softness and 
luxury to your feet.



Minimalist and architectural vibes in shades of grey, for 
a very refined and elegant look.

“Simplicity is the keynote of all true elegance”
Coco Chanel



Dense rainforests abound on the 
damp slopes of the mountains, thick 
bamboo woods and lush vegetation. 
Waiving tropical leaves of the green 

canopy.

“Live in the sunshine, swim in the 
sea, drink the wild air” 
Emerson



Warm tones, inspired by the local spices.

Loosely dyed earth tones overlap to 
create a beautiful painterly carpet.



Inspired 
by the imperial city in Japan,

in white, gold or silver, referring to 
the rich past.

A very thoughtful, symmetrical pattern 
as we find in their famous rock 

gardens.



The laurel is the basis of this carpet: a potent herb, 
with divine powers attributed in ancient times, 

and green-golden leaves.

A classic, delicate design that adorns your 
bathroom like a fine pen drawing.

“Nature is goodness crystallised” 
Henry David Thoreau



In a deep and mysterious color, a shade between 
green and blue, effortlessly combined with sparkling 
gold.

Like a close-up of a gilded painting: LI
“Everything you can imagine is real”

Pablo Picasso



Do you also 
dream from an escape 

at a tropical island?
Our Abyss & Habidecor rug Martinique 

might be the right choice for you. Made of 
egyptian cotton and with wonderful bright hues; 

This tropical trend colors your bathroom 
interior into a wonderful tropical paradise.

Keywords:
Paradise, Animals, 

Coloured feathers, 
Tropical island, Exotic flowers, 

Fresh water,
Making every day 

a holiday ...



These butterflies with their gracefully delicate wings,
beautifully colored, float gracefully from flower to 
flower.
Gliding wonderfully over the grass, still full of pearls 
of glittering dew.

“Butterflies fluttering from branch to branch
They too captivated by nature’s extravagance”

James Hart



In fresh and 
vivid green tones, with a 

little hint of playful pink. Create this 
lush jungle in your home with our new Abyss & Habidecor 

rug Musa. Made of soft and luxurious cotton in apple green, forest 
and rosette — new colors from our palette, matching effortlessly our soft     

plush towels.

  Keywords:
Tropical garden, Tropical island, Green lover, Fresh leaves

Graphic lines of palm leaves, Hide away in 
the tropical garden...



Like white cotton flowers against a bright blue sky, these 
beautiful clouds float by.

This wonderful sky, always changing and with the most 
fantastic cloud shapes,
is at your feet for a while.

Travel in the direction of dreams...



Orosei: 
An enchanted place 

that combines the magic of the 
mountains with uncontaminated 

coastal beauties.

Immense landscapes with inaccessible peaks, 
plateaus, canyons, centuries-old forests, sheer cliffs 
overlooking crystal clear waters, caves and beaches.

Orosei has definitely a mediterranean influence 
in neutral colors and the design reminds 

of the cracks in the limestone and 
dolomite rock plateaus.



A perfect 
copy of a sheepskin, woven from 

the best cotton and available in a few basic 
colours. Lay this sheepskin on the floor and 

sink your toes into it.
 

You can also drape the fur over an armchair or bed, 
or put it on a sofa for a really nice look.  This 

super soft sheepskin gives you extra warmth 
and comfort wherever you want.



Mysterious green and blue shades dance across 
the rocky riverbed, slow rippling in the green 
landscape, bubbling with life, glistening in the 
sunlight.

“There is no better designer then Nature”
Alexander Mc Queen



A beautiful rug in earth tones, available in the extra 
large size. With colors and patterns of fused rocks 
that intertwine under the great forces of the earth 

into an overwhelming design.

“The earth has music for those who listen”
W. Shakespeare



Like the rare and pure pink marble, precious and 
unique, adorned by golden veins and swirls, Rosy 
is the name of this beautiful rug.

Pink isn’t just a color, it’s an attitude...



Rusty,
Orange,
Cracked,
Chipped,

Scattered,
Blue,
Burnt,
Grainy,
Brown.



Like a close up on a work of fluid art: the process of pouring paints onto 
a canvas to create unique pieces of artwork, flowing lines go undulating 
next to each other. A deep royal blue, caramel and natural colors.

“What is done in Love is done well”
Vincent van Gogh

“I think love is caramel. Sweet and fragrant; always welcome. It’s the 
gentle golden color of a setting harvest sun: the warmth of a squeezed 
embrace….”
Jenny Colgan



This bath towel has a rough texture, inspired by 
the honeycombs of the bees.

The frayed ends create a casual chic look.



From rainforests to tropical flowers, from 
mangroves to coral reefs, Fiji is home to 
stunning, colorful nature.

The palm trees and bright colors of the fauna 
and flora can be found in these new jacquard 

woven towels of the softest cotton: Fidji!



Jack is our newest cool jacquard towel.

Full of colors in a loose line pattern.
Easy to combine with shades of green, gold and 

white.



Colorful jacquard towel that is a reflection 
of ethnic colorful art.

Lulabi is a woven work of art of different 
vibrant colors and patterns.



Metis is our jacquard towel, inspired by the 
tweed fashion. The different types of lines and 
colors that make up this fabric give it a unique 

and irregular appearance. 

This tridimensional look, makes it an eye-catcher 
for the bathroom.



Mexican culture is bursting with color, from vibrant stucco 
architecture to colorful cuisine, flamboyant textiles, and vivid folk 
art. If you’re into your bathroom filled with bold, lively colors, 
you’re going to love a mexican color scheme of our Tequila towel.

“Art washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life”
Pablo Picasso

“Happiness is only real when shared.” 
Christopher McCandless



Inspired by the cut of antique uniforms, with a stand-up collar, 
a clean design and embroidered details on the sleeve and collar, 

Spencer is a very fashionable dressing gown.

Matching towel and rug in two tones and always with golden 
details for this opulent look.

“The intertissued robe of gold and pearl”
W.Shakespeare



The four moons symbolise the values of our family and the 
four cardinal points in which they travel. The Lemos family 
crest is a strong symbol, present in countless buildings and 
archives of the ancient iberian peninsula, embraced by the 

blue atlantic ocean.

“Great things are done by a series of small things, brought 
together”
Vincent Van Gogh



The sandy dunes extending beyond sight, rolling 
waves of a beautiful azure color, while the wind 

plays through the palm-leaves.

An oasis of peace, an exceptional place, only for 
you.



Inspired by the “Eternal City”, the glorious roman 
monuments and colossal remains.

The art of mosaic decorations in beautiful 
simplistic lines is the basis of these beautiful large 
beach towels, an absolute eye-catcher for a day at 

the sea.



The name also belongs to a greek island that, 
because of its location, has been overrun by 

different cultures throughout history.

 

The abstract art hellenistic, byzantine and 
ottoman is ennobled in this bath towel, a 
jewel for the beach.



Sintra, is one of those places full of magic and mystery where 
nature and man come together in a perfect symbiosis.

The exotic gardens, the lush parks with paths between 
centuries-old trees, the fantastically decorated palaces, the 
small lakes with nooks and the fake ruins in the middle of 

nature are certainly inspiring for a special moment.

“The endless Sea is Portuguese”
Fernando Pessoa
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